Magnetically-induced solid-state electrochemical detection of DNA hybridization.
A magnetic triggering of a solid-state electrical transduction of DNA hybridization is described. Positioning of an external magnet below the thick-film electrode attracts the DNA/particle network and enables the solid-state electrochemical stripping detection of the silver tracer. TEM imaging indicates that the hybridization event results in a three-dimensional aggregate structure in which duplex segments link the metal nanoparticles and magnetic spheres, and that most of this assembly is covered with the silver precipitate. This leads to a direct contact of the metal tag with the surface (in connection to the magnetic collection) and enables the solid-state electrochemical transduction (without prior dissolution and subsequent electrodeposition of the metal), using oxidative dissolution of the silver tracer. No such aggregates (and hence magnetic "collection") are observed in the presence of noncomplementary DNA, that is, without the linking hybrid. The new method couples high sensitivity of silver-amplified assays with effective discrimination against excess of closely related nucleotide sequences (including single-base imperfections). Such direct electrical detection of DNA/metal-particle assemblies can bring new capabilities to the detection of DNA hybridization, and could be applied to other bioaffinity assays.